The World’s Only Luxury Tours by Private Jet

Europe Rediscovered
by Luxury Private Jet
May 9 – 24, 2020

World Famous Art, Stunning Sea Views & Culinary Delights

Dear Travel Friends,
We are pleased to present the Europe Rediscovered Journey by Private Jet departing in May 2020.
Review the pages ahead and you’ll see that we have combined some favorites, like Amsterdam and
Barcelona, with some less visited places like Rimini, Lyon, Basel, and Hamburg.
During the two-week tour, gain insight into artists like Van Gogh, Raphael, and Dali; admire architecture
through the ages, including the unforgettable masterpieces of Gaudi; indulge in culinary experiences
with a chance to take home a recipe or two to share with your friends and family; and take in some
extraordinary views. For those interested in visiting UNESCO World Heritage Sites, this itinerary is
chock full of listed sights!
Traveling aboard the Lakani Private Jet affords you the opportunity to complete this itinerary without spending unnecessary time in
airports and in the air. You’ll be spoiled with the expedient arrival and departure formalities, and with the extraordinary service and
dining provided by the hand-picked in-flight crew.
Splendid hotels welcome you all along the way, and you’ll enjoy suite accommodations with views chosen especially for you. The
Lakani signature Dine By Choice program allows you to personalize your experience with meals in local bistros or fine dining outlets,
as you wish. Lakani’s Luggage One-Touch feature means you will not need to worry about your bags from the time you join the tour
until you say ‘goodbye’ at the end. And expert and hospitable Lakani Tour Managers accompany you throughout, making sure that you
are enjoying every moment of your well-deserved vacation.
This once-in-a-lifetime opportunity is only available for a small group of 15 guests. We hope you will choose to join us.
With best traveling wishes,
Heidi Lakani
President

Lakani Philosophy

All-inclusive Facilities

When Heidi Lakani founded Lakani World Tours in 2003,
she established a set of four fundamental principles that
have become the cornerstones of the company. Experience
and Innovation guide the creation of each itinerary.
Quality and Value are included in every tour program.
Service begins the first time you call and continues until
the end of the journey. Integrity permeates the company in
our communication with you and with whom we conduct
business.

Your Lakani Private Jet tour includes everything you can
possibly imagine in a luxury journey. You never have to
worry about paying extra for optional sightseeing, meals
or services – because they are already included. Enjoy
these all-inclusive amenities:

Leisure Travel
Lakani Private Jet Tours are designed to give you ample
time to immerse yourself in the culture and history of each
region. Stroll along cobbled streets of medieval cities; shop
for local specialties in traditional marketplaces; spend time
in prominent galleries and museums; or indulge in spa
treatments. Enjoy abundant photographic opportunities and
never feel rushed. Relax, have fun and enjoy yourself!
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Luxury hotels with deluxe and suite accommodations
All meals
Lakani’s signature Dine By Choice with no limitations –
including Room Service
Deluxe vehicles with a window seat for optimum
viewing during sightseeing
All gratuities to guides, drivers, hotel and restaurant staff
Tour Manager plus an Operations Manager
Special entertainment and gala evenings
First class cuisine with fine wines and champagnes
aboard the Lakani Private Jet
Luggage One-Touch

Experience remarkable dining enjoyment with our Dine by Choice meal program

Lakani’s Dine by Choice

Your Personal Concierge

One of the most thrilling aspects of travel is the opportunity
to taste the local flavors of each destination. This is why
Lakani includes the exclusive Dine by Choice meal program
in each private jet journey. This feature gives you flexibility
and a way to personalize your traveling experience. Dine
where, when and with whom you choose. If you fancy a
quiet evening in the comfort of your luxury hotel room, then
order room service. Wander down to one of the dining
options located in your hotel. But for those who want to
experience the local specialties and ambience of the city,
journey outside your hotel to the restaurant of your choice.
And don’t forget to seek the help of your tour manager who
will assist you with suggestions and reservations.

Winging your way around Europe aboard a Lakani Luxury
Private Jet is the most stress-free and relaxed way to travel.
Your professional tour manager will take care of all the
details, leaving you to enjoy every moment of your luxury
private jet journey. He will ensure that arrival and departure
formalities are smooth and efficient, hotel rooms are ready
when you are, and sightseeing is maximized to make the
best use of your valuable time. Consider your Lakani Tour
Manager your personal concierge who makes restaurant
reservations for your Dine by Choice pleasure, assists you
with personal shopping and
is at your disposal 24/7.
No request is too big,
too small, or too difficult
because the Lakani Tour
Manager is devoted
to making your travel
experience special and
memorable.

Luggage One-Touch
For 16 days, enjoy the best Europe has to offer without any
care. Our exclusive “luggage one - touch” service assures
that once your luggage arrives in Amsterdam, you won’t
have to handle it again until after your departure from
Barcelona.

Jan Moester
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EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE…
On our Private Jet Journeys to Europe

FEEL THE DIFFERENCE
Step aboard your Private Jet and immediately feel the spacious
comfort of your home in the sky, a huge departure from the perception
that private jets are small and somewhat cramped. Stand up, walk
about, and stretch out as often as you wish. Your wellbeing is of our
utmost importance.

KNOW THE DIFFERENCE
Be reassured in knowing that the beautifully decked out super midsized jet has a capacity of 40 or more passengers, but it has been
totally reconfigured for just 15 travelers in luxurious leather club seats.

FLY THE DIFFERENCE
Immerse yourself in a distinct air travel experience aboard a
totally dedicated luxury jet for your journey. Imagine you can store
your excess luggage aboard until you need it. Appreciate the
distinguishable difference from other “regional” jets.

EPICUREAN DELIGHTS
Travelers marvel at the innovative gourmet cuisine which are chef
prepared with flavors representing the places visited along the way.
With the remarkable in-flight catering, any special requests you may
have, will be attended to.
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Our guests tell us that traveling by
Lakani Private Jet is the ultimate
way to see the world.
Here are the primary reasons why.
Time is valuable and you want to
make the most of it. Check-in and
security at the airport is quick and
easy while traveling on the private
jet. We are usually on our jet minutes
after arriving at the terminal because
we often fly from private airport or
terminals with faster security clearance
and fewer travelers. Our Legacy 600
or Lineage 1000 private jets allow
access to smaller airports close to
our destinations, giving us ultimate
flexibility and creativity in itinerary
design, and making it possible to
begin your touring, while scheduled
travelers are still at the airport.

Waldorf Astoria

Villa Florentine

Grand Hotel Rimini

Fairmont Hotel Vier Jahreszeiten

Hotel Majestic

Hotels of Choice
Waldorf Astoria
Settle in your spacious Jr. Suite in one of the most prestigious
addresses in the heart of Amsterdam. Your historic hotel
is a collection of six 17th century canal palaces on the
Herengracht, which is one of the canals that make up the
Canal Ring, an UNESCO World Heritage Site. A selection
of restaurants within the establishment will surely satisfy
all palates. Indulge in a relaxing Spa treatment or dip in
the indoor swimming pool to help you recover from your
overseas flight. Ideally located with access to Amsterdam’s
many museums, shops, galleries and attractions.
Grand Hotel Rimini
Luxuriate in your splendid Seaview Suite overlooking the
stunning Adriatic in the legendary five-star hotel that takes
you back in history with authentic Venetian and French 18thcentury furnishings and Murano chandeliers. Relax with a
drink in a chaise lounge deck chair on the spacious beach
- one of the largest on the Adriatic Riviera. Experience
culinary delights at “La Dolce Vita” gourmet restaurant.
Villa Florentine
Beautifully located in the heart of Vieux Lyon on Fourviere
Hill, your elegant and comfortable Junior Suite awaits you
with luxury amenities and five-star service. Take a dip in the
heated outdoor pool or jacuzzi and take in a sensational
view of Old Lyon. Discover the state-of-the-art fitness

equipment and then follow up with a sauna or steam room
treatment. Be sure to sample the local specialties offered
at “Les Terrasses de Lyon” which enjoys an idyllic location
overlooking the picturesque rooftops of Old Lyon.
Fairmont Hotel Vier Jahreszeiten
Enjoy breathtaking views of Inner Alster Lake from your
beautifully decorated Suite in one of Europe’s grand historic
hotels situated in the heart of Hamburg. Luxury amenities
such as HD flat screen TV and heated bathroom mirrors
welcome you. You’ll enjoy a choice of restaurants offering
an array of menus from classic French, to Japanese-Peruvian,
to local cuisine.
Hotel Majestic
Relax in luxury in your elegantly outfitted Majestic Suite
with impressive views of Passeig de Gracia in the center of
modernist Barcelona. Venture outside of the hotel and you’ll
be steps away from some of the city’s most celebrated sites,
including Gaudi’s masterpieces Casa Batllo and Sagrada
Familia, as well as premier boutiques like Chanel, Gucci,
and Louis Vuitton. Sample the new “Farm to Table” dining
experience at Solc, designed as a tribute to the most local
produce used in Catalan cuisine since ancient times.
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EUROPE REDISCOVERED BY PRIVATE JET 2020
May 9 – May 24, 2020
Cost per person $99,500
Single supplement $9,550
Membership is strictly limited to 15 Travelers
Suite Accommodations Throughout
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Beautiful canal, symbol of Amsterdam

Keukenhof Garden and windmills

AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS
SAT, SUN & MON, MAY 9, 10 & 11
Waldorf Astoria
Arrive at Schiphol International Airport and enjoy VIP Fastrack service and be
transferred to your river view accommodations in the heart of Amsterdam. Meet
fellow travelers and your Lakani Tour Managers at an evening cocktail party.
Explore Amsterdam on a walking tour of the charming old town, the Old
Jewish Quarter, and enjoy the fast-lane entrance to the Anne Frank House.
Take an afternoon drive to Lisse for a tour through the splendid Tulip Gardens
of Keukenhof.
CHOOSE YOUR OWN ACTIVITY:
• Take a tour of the Hague, home to the Dutch Parliament and royal palaces
• Explore the picturesque countryside and seaside; visit the fishing villages of
Volendam and Marken; stroll through Edam, known for its cheese; and see the
windmills of Zaanse Schans
• Spend the day in world class museums with VIP admission to the Rijksmuseum,
Van Gogh Museum, and Stedelijk Museum
Rijksmuseum
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RIMINI, ITALY
TUE, WED & THU, MAY 12, 13 & 14
Grand Hotel Rimini
Board the Lakani Private Jet for your flight to Italy and
the Adriatic city of Rimini. The stunning celebrated
beach resort is an ideal base for exploring and
relaxing. It is also the birthplace of filmmaker, Federico
Fellini. Be a guest in his niece’s home and learn about
his life in Rimini. Tour the world’s smallest and oldest
republic, San Marino. Walk through Borgo Maggiore
and take the cable car up Mount Titano to San Marino’s

historical center while taking in panoramic views of the
city and the Adriatic. Step into a vintage Ferrari for
a chauffeur-driven ride through one of the most scenic
routes in Italy to the walled city of Urbino, Raphael’s
birthplace, and discover the life of the Renaissance
painter. Follow in the footsteps of Dante, Italy’s famous
poet, on an excursion to Ravenna.

Raphael’s Triumph of Galatea

Vintage Ferrari

San Marino, world’s oldest republic
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Fourviere Hill

Bottom Left: Ancient theater of Fourviere, Bottom Right: Lyon’s Haute cuisine

LYON, FRANCE
FRI, SAT & SUN, MAY 15, 16 & 17
Villa Florentine
Travel by Lakani Private Jet to Lyon and transfer to your luxury boutique
hotel overlooking the old city. Founded by the Romans in the 1st
century B.C., the Historic Site of Lyon is a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. Walk through Old Lyon and the Croix Rousse quarter where you’ll
discover ancient narrow passageways linking buildings and streets.
Tour the pilgrimage site of Basilica of Notre Dame de Fourviere.
Discover Les Halles de Lyon Paul Bocuse market and participate in
a private cooking workshop with a Michelin-starred Chef, followed
by lunch. Embark on a private catamaran cruise on the Saone River
to the village of Collonges-au-Mont-d’Or for dinner. Indulge in the
gastronomy for which Lyon is famous.
Fromagerie
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Scenic Basel

BASEL, SWITZERLAND
MON, MAY 18
DAY STOP
Board the Lakani Jet for an exciting stop in the lovely Swiss/
German/French border city of Basel, straddling the Rhine River.
Admire the highlights of the city from your seat in a vintage
streetcar, then walk through the old town and see its historic 14thcentury buildings. Visit the medieval Basel Minster; its pinkish-red
sandstone walls, twin towers and tiled roof which dominates the
city skyline. Enjoy a delightful riverside lunch before re-boarding
the jet bound for Hamburg, arriving late afternoon.
Basel’s Brasserie

avt
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HAMBURG, GERMANY
MON, TUE & WED, MAY 18, 19 & 20
Fairmont Hotel Vier Jahreszeiten
Explore the city, including the red-brick facades of the
warehouses of Speicherstadt, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site, and its impressive International Maritime Museum.
Visit the astonishing Elbphilharmonie, one of the largest
and most acoustically advanced concert halls in the world.
Take a private cruise to see the harbor and the waterside
districts; view the Elbphilharmonie from the water. Tour the
Chilehaus, an excellent example of Brick Expressionism
architecture, the City Hall and St. Michael’s Church.

Hamburg’s iconic Elbphiharmonie

Traditional German cuisine

Hamburg’s waterways
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Gaudi’s Casa Mila

Tapas and Antoni Gaudi’s masterpiece, Casa Battlo
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Innovative chef at his best

Casa Batllo’s Living Room

BARCELONA, SPAIN
THU, FRI & SAT, MAY 21, 22 & 23
HOTEL MAJESTIC
Your concluding flight on the Lakani Jet takes you to the vibrant
Mediterranean city of Barcelona and your ideally located luxury
hotel on the impressive Paseo de Gracia. Tour the unforgettable
Catalonian capital whose tradition of creative art and craftsmanship
are evident throughout the city. Gain insight into prominent artists like
Gaudi and Miro as you see their masterpieces, including La Sagrada
Familia, Casa Mila, Casa Batllo, and the Joan Miro Foundation on
Montjuic hill. Take the high-speed train to Figueres, the birthplace of
Salvador Dali, to see his self-designed Theater Museum and learn
about his life. Enjoy lunch before returning to Barcelona by coach.
Gather with your travel companions and Tour Managers for farewell
cocktails and dinner.

Interior of La Sagrada Familia
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Your Journey Ends
H OMEWARD B OUN D
S U N, M AY 24
Bid adieu to Europe and your newfound friends as you transfer
to the airport for your flight home or to your next destination.

Salvador Dali Museum in Figueres
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
EUROPE REDISCOVERD TOUR PRICE:
$99,500 per person (double occupancy)
$9,550 single supplement
Included in tour price: All regional private jet flights, between Amsterdam and
Barcelona; all beverages including liquor on the private jet; an array of suites and
deluxe rooms at finest hotels on share basis; single accommodations are available
at an additional cost (Lakani reserves the right to substitute hotels for those named
in the brochure when necessary); three meals per day, a la carte where available
or practical; bottled water, coffee and tea with meals on the ground; special events;
transportation by deluxe air-conditioned vehicles and motor coaches; entrance fees
for comprehensive sightseeing; gratuities to hotel and restaurant staff, local guides
and drivers; knowledgeable local guides; Lakani tour managers; baggage porterage
throughout including two medium sized pieces of baggage; airport taxes; amenities
package; transfers between airport and hotel in overseas gateway cities at the
beginning and end of the trip; medical evacuation insurance of $100,000 for covered
reasons.
Not included in tour price: Airfare from hometown to Amsterdam and from Barcelona
to hometown; trip cancellation insurance; medical and accident insurance; passport
and visa fees; personal expenses (such as mini bar, laundry, telephone, fax, and internet
charges); inoculations and medications; other gratuities not specifically mentioned as
included.
Payment requirements: To confirm your reservation, we require an initial payment
of $5,000 per person. A further deposit of $30,000 per person is due Nov. 15, 2019.
Balance is due Dec. 30, 2019.
Refunds & Cancellation Policy: All requests to cancel confirmed reservations
must be received in writing.
Cancellation Date Cancellation Fees:
Dates		
Cancellation Fee
Before Nov. 15, 2019
$5,000 per person
Nov. 16 – Dec. 30, 2019
$35,000 per person
After Dec 31, 2019
NO REFUND
Refunds will not be made for unused portion of the tour, such as, but not limited to,
sightseeing excursions, meals, and or other pre-arranged services. Refunds are limited
to the amounts as stated in our Cancellation Policy.
Insurance: Lakani World Tours cannot be held responsible or liable for loss, damage,
or theft of luggage or personal belongings, nor for personal injury, accident, or illness. A
travel insurance plan including trip cancellation protection is available through Lakani
World Tours. Developed in conjunction with Travel Guard, this plan is available at the
time of reservation and may protect you against unforeseen events. Cancellation
insurance is strongly recommended.
Responsibility of Traveler: This is an active program, requiring participants to be in
good health and capable of moderate exertion. Participants must be able to ascend
and descend the aircraft stairs. Special assistance and/or private ground arrangements
may be available at additional cost, depending upon specific requirements. Smoking is
prohibited on the private jet, at group meals, on buses and during all group activities.
Travel documents: Lakani World Tours does not obtain personal travel documents
or assume responsibility for notifying travelers of current requirements. All expenses
incurred as a result of delays or itinerary changes related to lack of appropriate travel
documents shall be borne by the individual traveler.
Health & Inoculations: Inoculation requirements and recommendations often change;
therefore, we strongly recommend you contact your personal physician, local Health
Department, or the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta, Georgia, 404-322-4559 or
www.cdc.gov/travel and advise them of your itinerary.

Photography: Lakani World Tours encourages tour participants to take photographs
and videos during the tour and submit them to the Lakani Travel Club photography
contest or for use in promotional materials. Participants who prefer that their image
not be used for marketing purposes are asked to make this request known in writing
prior to departure.
Prices: Lakani World Tours reserves the right to increase tour prices to cover increased
costs after prices are published, and to reflect fluctuations in foreign exchange markets.
Lakani World Tours is under no obligation to provide a breakdown of costs involved in
this program.
Responsibility: Lakani World Tours and its employees, independent contractors and
representatives act only as agents in arranging hotels or lodging, transportation,
ground handling, restaurants, or other travel services and in no way shall be held
liable in the event of failure by any person or company to render services to travelers,
nor shall they be held liable for any negligent or willful act by any such person or
company. Furthermore, neither Lakani World Travel Inc (DBA Lakani World Tours) nor
its employees, independent contractors or agents shall be held liable or responsible for
any injury, loss, death, or damage to personal property in connection with any goods or
services provided, resulting from force majeure, acts of God, civil unrest, acts of war,
terrorist activities, labor strikes, or mechanical failure of transport while traveling. In
the event of unforeseen circumstances, Lakani World Tours reserves the right, without
notice, to withdraw any or all parts of a tour and or to make such changes as may
be necessary. The extra cost, if any, for such changes will be the responsibility of the
traveler. Lakani World Tours reserves the right to cancel the tour, in which case a full
refund will be made without further obligation on our part. We also reserve the right
to decline to accept or to retain any person as a member of the tour, or to require a
participant to withdraw from the tour at their own expense when such an action is
determined by Lakani World Tours tour staff to be in the best interest of the participant’s
health and safety or that of the tour group. No refund will be made for the unused
portion of the tour. The published tour cost is based on tariffs and exchange rates in
effect in May, 2019, and is subject to change. Any tariff, exchange rate or fuel surcharge
will be passed on to the participants. Baggage is carried at the owner’s risk entirely. It is
understood that the air ticket when issued shall constitute the sole contract
between the passenger and the airline concerned. The airlines concerned are not to
be held responsible for any act, omission or event during the time passengers are not
on board their plane or conveyance. Lakani World Tours accepts no liability for any
airline’s cancellation penalty or change fee incurred by the purchase of a restricted air
ticket in connection with this tour. In regard to credit card payments for travel services
to Lakani World Tours the traveler (and or cardholder or the cardholders authorized
representative) will hold Lakani World Tours and its employees, independent contractors
or representatives harmless for any or all charge-backs exercised by them or their
credit card companies, originating from any complaints regarding travel services or
involving refund requests of monies paid when insurance was not purchased, or for any
reason whereby the traveler did not utilize any portion of the prepaid travel services, or
any reasons whatsoever.
Arbitration Resolution: Any controversy or claim arising out of, or relating to, any
services arranged by Lakani World Tours shall be resolved solely by binding arbitration
in Orange County, California, in accordance with the rules of the American Arbitration
Association. Acceptance of initial travel services and payment of monies to Lakani
World Tours will constitute agreement by the traveler(s) of these Terms & Conditions.
California law requires sellers of travel to be bonded. Lakani World Tours is bonded
through Great American Insurance and is a participant in the California Travel Consumer
Restitution Corporation, TCRC fund.
Lakani World Tours
1300 Bristol Street North, Suite 100
Newport Beach, CA 92660
www.lakani.com
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One of a Kind
Escorted Small Group Tours
A collection of 2020 Travel Experiences
Bhutan & Nepal | Colombia | Israel, Petra, Egypt | Italy | New Zealand

